
1) Mr. Jose was today.

.  (angry)He drove away

8) The !rst goal was . The team played .  (wonderful)

4) The boys were . They waited for their turn.

(patient)

2) The applicant spoke .

smile too.  (polite)She had a very

7) The Ghost in Hamlet is a character. It behaves quite

.  (mysterious)

3) Frederick is . He thinks .  (intelligent)
Example: Abraham Lincoln was a very honest man ( honest). He would speak and write honestly at all times. 

5) Scarlet is to all her teachers. She remembers them

.  (thankful)

6) We are to see the bride. All of us are

waiting for her.  (eager)

Example: cheerful cheerfullyBe at all times. Speak to all your friends.  (cheerful)

Complete the sentences using the given words as adjectives and adverbs.
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1) Mr. Jose was today.angry

angrily .  (angry)He drove away

8) The !rst goal was . The team playedwonderful wonderfully .  (wonderful)

4) The boys were . Theypatient patiently waited for their turn.

(patient)

2) The applicant spoke .politely

polite smile too.  (polite)She had a very

7) The Ghost in Hamlet is a character. It behaves quitemysterious

mysteriously .  (mysterious)

3) Frederick is . He thinksintelligent intelligently .  (intelligent)
Example: Abraham Lincoln was a very honest man ( honest). He would speak and write honestly at all times. 

5) Scarlet is to all her teachers. She remembers them

thankfully

thankful

.  (thankful)

6) We are to see the bride. All of us areeager eagerly

waiting for her.  (eager)

Example: cheerful cheerfullyBe at all times. Speak to all your friends.  (cheerful)

Complete the sentences using the given words as adjectives and adverbs.
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